A great dunny read coming your way again….

Convict Trash
Run 1713 – 8 July 2019
Hares – Spinifex & Dundee
Hareline:
1714

15 July 19

Slotcard / QR

500 degrees café, 56 Railway Parade, Kogarah

1715

22 July 19

Taxing

TBA

27-28 July

KANGAROO VALLEY Weekend

1716

29 July 19

TBA

TBA

1717

5 Aug 19

Venus

TBA

It was the old Vuja De – was it true we were back at the Captain Cook Hotel ? was it true that
Loaner and Squatting were there (and hadn’t really left), were we all on drugs?
What a great place to have a Run, bucket and On-On – it had all the elements – trail, park and pub all in the right place – the edge of the throbbing heart of our great city. We celebrated 65 years of
combined hashing by Spini and Dundee – and the contribution they have both made to our great
club. Thanks to you both !!
Check the Web Page: https://www.botanybayh3.com/
Hash name

Known as

E-mail

Grand Master

Sir Les

Barry Kerwand

estimating@flick-anticimex.com.au

Religious Advisor

Hannibal Lector

Paul Henderson

paulhenderson1812@gmail.com

Trail Master

Tickle

Carolyn Davies

caro8@optusnet.com.au

Hash Scribe

Goon

Rod Eckels

rod@slekce.com

Hash Cash

Merkin

Stuart Bush

merkin892@gmail.com

Bucket Master

Queen Rodent

John Wilks

jonwilks13@gmail.com

Hash Rags

Goldmark

Deborah Griffin

deborahgriffin58@hotmail.com

Position
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Run 1713 – Captain Cook Hotel – The Rocks
There was movement at the station for the word had passed around….that two B2H3ers were
celebrating being around as long as that poem….
I-have-done-40-years-of-hashing-Spini was granted the honour (for who wouldn’t want to lead out
the running pack of B2H3) by I-have-only-done-25-years-Dundee…. although by the end of the first
block, Bingo had taken the lead….which meant she was supposed to spot the arrows….
And so happened an on-back that wasn’t meant to be one…..while Brengun spotted the arrow down
some steps and was front runner for 5 seconds…
It took a while for Cold Duck to realise that I was chalkless this week, and so had less friends
hanging around for hints of shortcuts. Down some steps (an up and down theme of the night) to
Hickson Rd where an arrow to the right drew the pack towards the Harbour Bridge but that was not
our destination…and a few moons later Slotcard and Grenade were to repeat the same mistake….
Instead we headed to the Piers, with Sniffer joining the running pack, and Merkin taking time out to
ponder whether the sculptures were a permanent feature or just put out for this celebratory hash
run….
Around to Barangaroo park, where Pig led the pack up the hill (I don’t think he actually led the pack
at any stage that night but I needed to include him in the storyline), and Sir Les was on high alert
(yes, it happens) spotting the arrow off an on-back before the front runners even realised they were
on one…
The pack of walkers were strolling along the pathway near the water….Squatting was claiming a
cold excused her from running, joining Stopcock, Dish, Venus, Goldie, Moa, Doc, Dirty and
Taxing…and Goon who appeared down a stairway to join the group.
Cold Duck and Joker faithfully followed the arrows up some stairs to another on-back….to the
amusement of the hare Dundee as he caught up with the pack. Out of the park to the next check, with
Blondie opting (incorrectly it was to turn out) to head west while Loaner decided all paths led to the
half-built new casino…..
Down to King St wharf to a collection of clear domes where children had played earlier but now
housed groups of drinkers and diners (I am not sure that you are that interested in this oddity but it
had piqued the interest of the hare on his trail-setting journey). Another check (I will take back my
circle run report that there could have been more checks….just less distance between them!), and
Joker picked the right way to the left up steps into the city…..
Along to Druitt St to another check, where the time suggested that we should be turning left again
but the hare (after 25 hashing years of doing what he pleased) had other ideas….and sent us back to
Darling Harbour…..through the Monday night crowds. An onback gave the front runners some
pause, while the rest of us (you can call us slow, I don’t mind) caught up and headed around the
harbour…up to another check near Pyrmont Bridge.
The alert pack realised the only way was over….zig zagging through the selfie-wielding tourists, the
fast-moving cycle-commuters and hovering hordes of hashers (went for alliteration rather than truth
in numbers, it was more like a small bunch).
Somewhere along the path, we dropped off Short’n’Curly to find her own path in life. The pack
ventured up to Kent St and put their heads down for the long stretch home…..to where fill-in
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bucketmaster QR had the drinks cold and Spini was taking endless photos so she would remember
the night she reached 40 years….
ON ON
Tickle
P.S. Great opportunities for hares – for run on 29 July, and runs in August, September and October –
don’t miss out, book early!!

CIRCLE UP!!
Hannibal keeps in contact from his hypothermic recovery pool – where he wades up and down,
does squats, stretches and chats to the other recuperating inmates. We thank him for finding the
time to turn his considerable legal mind to matters of the hash and for providing valuable
information and insight for our circle.

What do you get when you mix SPINIFEX, DUNDEE, Captain Cook, a
pub, The Rocks, B2H3, beer and Sydney all in a bucket?
You get the most Australian run of all time!
SPINIFEX is the most Australian plant in the world.
DUNDEE is one of Hoge’s best characters.
Captain Cook Discovered Botany Bay.
Beer, pubs and buckets are essential hash elements.
The Rocks used to have the bubonic plague and prostitution; but the
bubonic plague has gone now; So, features as a B2H3 celebration
destination.
Cheers to SPINIFEX (Mitchell Grass) and DUNDEE.
On On HL
----------------------------

Visitors
We were delighted to welcome a couple of visitors agains this week
•

Bren Gun (who used to work in the area) – and is becoming a “reluctant visitor”. He is struggling to
come to terms with our B2H3 hash-centric view of visitors – anyone who is not a member.
However, he may not be aware that any changes to the B2H3 constitution require a referendum at
the AGPU and with 75% majority of sober members.

•

Horse Sex Noises – who was visiting from Denver and has a few more days in Sydney . She normally
makes noises that sound like rooting horses – which she was able to demonstrate in the circle. It
was like being at the Royal Easter.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Circle Run Report
This week, Dundee set the trail – and also acted as guest TM. It was probably because he forgot to
make a readable map and it was easier to TM than explain the trail to Tickle. I am sure that (as
usual) he was also ready to give the Circle run report and then write up a report for the trash – which,
experience has shown, is an excellent way to highly praise every aspect of the run and explain its
wondrousness. However, instead of the normal 3 card trick, Tickle gave the run “Circle” run report
– which contained the following experiences analysis.
•
•
•

The run used the area well and included quite a few “ins” and “outs”
There could have been slightly more checks and on-backs
There could have been slightly less long stretches of run (although it is hard to comprehend
where any long stretches could exist in this wibbly wobbly – wibbly wobbly area)

After considerable thought and consultation, Tickle awarded the run 8 – and thanked the hares for
setting it – Thanks Dundee and Spinifex.

Prickette of the Week
Squatting Squaw - For a “Dame Nellie” like farewell performance – and being at the circle with
Loaner so soon after her huge farewell party – where they were showered with free lunch, cards and
gifts.
Short & Curly – for heading up an escalator on the run – when she should have gone down a
neighbouring escalator – and subsequently losing herself on the run. Interestingly – she hid herself
behind Slotcard (which is another incredible feat) at the circle – so she wouldn’t be found. On
further discovery – we found out that Slotcard and Short & Curly are born on the same day (but not
the same year – don’t know about the father), and therefore consider themselves “Sistas”.
Bingo – it seems that Bingo was also a little over-awed and confused in the big city and nearly went
“up” a “down” escalator as the arrow slightly pointed the wrong way. Without being there (and
knowing the real truth) it appears that Dundee has introduced “Escalator confusion” as a new method
to stump the pack.
Slotcard- mentioned that she was walking along with Grenade and thought that they might have
been on trail. As they mounted some significant stairs (which was exhausting) – they were not able
to see any arrows. So, they asked a critical question – Are we on a trail that the hare has not marked
with arrows (what was the hare thinking)? OR Are we just having an “out of body experience” about
what it would be like to be on trail? It turned out that they were not on trail – but they both felt the
shiver of excitement that is associated with being on trail (and will look a little more diligently to
actually find arrows next time).

Prick of the Week
Loaner - For a “Dame Nellie” like farewell performance – and being at the circle with Squatting
so soon after her huge farewell party – where they were showered with free lunch, cards and gifts.
Stopcock - for catching the bus home with Loaner and Squatting after round “1” of the farewell
celebrations, and then falling out of his seat every time the bus went around a corner.
Pig – for showing his doodle to the Ned Kelly statue at Barangaroo – but not holding the pose long
enough for Spini to gather her wits, grab her phone from her person with her shaking, excited hands,
and lining up a Shot for the year book.

Winners – Pig

& Short & Curly
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Runs and Events of Note :
26-27 July
2019
3 August 2019

B2H3 - Weekend Away

Kangaroo Valley

Thirsty 1400

4 – 7 October
Long weekend
10 Nov 2019

B2H3 Bathurst Pub Crawl

Circle up in
Camperdown Park,
Mallett Street at
the Rotunda.
Details Below

Bloody Long Walk

Malabar to the
Rocks

Committee – details in
this trash – see below
Thirsty HHH

Sandra Dee and Peter –
see details below
Rabbit

Notes from Thirsty Hash :-

Thirsty 1400 - Saturday 3 August , 1pm
Cum and join Sydney Thirsty for our 1400th !!
Saturday 3 August , 1pm
Circle up in Camperdown Park, Mallett Street at the Rotunda.
5 minutes walk from Parramatta Road.
On Inn is the Wayward Brewery.
• What to bring - Running gear, $10 for the run and a big booze filled bucket, and a sense of humour
Please pass on to your kennel and all other Hasher’s. Visitors most welcum.
On ! On !
Queen Cum-a-lot
JOIN RABBIT ON THE BLOODY LONG WALK
SUNDAY 10TH NOVEMBER 2019
35K WALK FROM PIONEER PARK MALABAR TO HICKSON ROAD RESERVE, THE
ROCKS TO RAISE FUNDS AND AWARENESS FOR MITOCHONDRIAL DISEASE.
Mitochondrial disease (mito) is a debilitating genetic disorder that robs the body’s cells of
energy, causing multiple organ dysfunction or failure and potentially death. The harsh facts:
•
•

•
•

Mito affects 1 in 5000 people, making it the second most commonly diagnosed,
serious genetic disease after cystic fibrosis
One in 200 people, or more than 120,000 Australians, may carry genetic
mutations that put them at risk for developing mito or other related symptoms
such as diabetes, deafness or seizures during their lifetimes
There are many forms of mitochondrial disease; it is highly complex and can
affect anyone of any age
There are no cures and few effective treatment

This is why The Bloody Long Walk is so important. Not only does the event raise
awareness of this debilitating disease, it also raises vital funds to enable much-needed
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support to patients and their families and essential research into the prevention, diagnosis,
treatment and cure of mitochondrial disorders.
IT WOULD BE GREAT TO HAVE SOME COMPANY ON THIS WALK SO IF YOU ARE
INTERESTED IN THIS CHALLENGE PLEASE LET ME KNOW.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, JUST GOOGLE THE BLOODY LONG WALK & CLICK ON THE
SYDNEY EAST WALK.----

--------------------------------------------------------------------LAUGHS FOR THE DAY :)

-

Resimay
Deer Sir,
I waunt to apply for the secritary job what I saw in the paper. I can Type real quik wit one finggar
and do sum acounting.
I think I am good on the phone and no I am a pepole person, Pepole really seam to respond to me
well.
Im lookin for a Jobb as a secritary but it musent be to
complicaited.
I no my spelling is not to good but find that I Offen can get
a job thru my persinalety. My salerery is open so we can
discus wat you want to pay me and wat you think that I am
werth,
I can start imeditely. Thank you in advanse fore yore anser.
hopifuly Yore best aplicant so farr.
Sinseerly,
Peggy May Starlings
PS : Because my resimay is a bit short - below is a pickture
of me taken at my last jobb.
Employer's response:......
Dear Peggy May,
It's OK honey, we've got spell check.-J

How to have a good weekend
An old, white haired man walked into a jewellery store one Friday evening with a beautiful young
gal at his side.
He told the jeweller he was looking for a special ring for his girlfriend.
The jeweller looked through his stock and brought out a $5,000 ring and showed it to him. The old
man said, "I don't think you understand; I want something very special."
At that statement, the jeweller went to his special stock and brought another ring over. "Here's a
stunning ring at only $40,000," the jeweller said.
The young lady's eyes sparkled and her whole body trembled with excitement.
The old man seeing this said, "We'll take it." The jeweller asked how payment would be made and
the old man stated, by cheque. "I know you need to make sure my cheque is good, so I'll write it now
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and you can call the bank Monday to verify the funds and I'll pick the ring up Monday afternoon," he
said.
Monday morning, a very teed-off jeweller phoned the old man. "There's No money in that account."
"I know", said the old man, "but can you imagine the weekend I had?"

Handy Hints
• Before attempting to remove stubborn stains from a garment, always circle the stain in
permanent pen, so that when you remove the garment from the washing machine you can
easily locate the area of the stain and check that it has gone.
• Don't waste money buying expensive binoculars. Simply stand next to the object you wish to
view.
• Clumsy? Avoid cutting yourself while slicing vegetables by getting someone else to hold
them while you chop away.
• Always poo at work. Not only will you save money on toilet paper, but you'll also be getting
paid for it.
• Olympic athletes. Disguise the fact that you've taken steroids by running a bit slower.
• Smokers. Save on matches and lighters, by simply lighting your next fag from the butt of
your last one.
• Heavy smokers. Don't throw away those filters from the end of your cigarettes. Save them up
and within a few years you'll have enough to insulate your roof.
• A mouse trap placed on top on of your alarm clock will prevent you from rolling over and
going back to sleep.
• Avoid bickering and petty arguments by immediately punching anyone with whom you
disagree.
• Putting just the right amount of gin in your goldfish bowl makes the fishes' eyes bulge and
cause them to swim in an amusing manner.
• AVOID parking tickets by leaving your windscreen wipers turned to 'fast wipe' whenever
you leave your car parked illegally. Brilliant!
• HOUSEWIVES. I find the best way to get two bottles of washing-up liquid for the price of
one is by putting one in your shopping trolley and the other in your coat pocket.
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CHRISTMAS IN JULY
Friday 26th July 2019 Saturday 27th July 2019
KANGAROO VALLEY
Christmas Dinner on Saturday 27th July at

The Friendly Inn Hotel
159 Moss Vale Road, Kangaroo Valley
Contact : Phone (02) 4465 1355, Email : mail@thefriendlyinn.com.au
Web : www.thefriendlyinn.com
Old Hotel in the middle of Town – has Old Country Pub Character
Dining Room Seats 40
Accommodation Options
1) Pioneer Motel – 152 Moss Vale Road, Kangaroo Valley (02) 4465 1413
• Located opposite Pub
• Standard room - $135 / night – Queen Bed
• Large room - $145 (Queen and a Single)
• Double Room - $165 (Queen and a Single)
2) Glenmack Park - 215 Moss Vale Road, Kangaroo Valley (02) 4465 1372
• Around 300m from Pub – and the middle of Town
• Cabins / Caravan / Camp Sites and Amenities Block
• Cabins $110 / night – but can share (4) $35.50 each (3) $42 each
(2) $55
each (10) $11 each
• Cabins – fully self-contained, TV, Bathroom, AirCon, Queen Bed and 3
bunks, includes Linen, bedding, towels
• Powered Camp sites - $38 /night, Unpowered - $16 /night
“Things to do to keep out of the Pub”
Golf, walks, shopping, great pies/ coffee in Kangaroo Valley / Berry. Nowra Wineries
a short drive away and “Kangaroo spotting”
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BATHURST PUB CRAWL – OCTOBER
LONG WEEKEND
FRI 4 OCTOBER - MONDAY 7 OCTOBER
FRIDAY NIGHT 4 OCTOBER

SATURDAY MORNING
5
OCTOBER AT 9:30AM
ACCOMODATION OPTIONS
IN BATHURST

PUB CRAWL STARTING AT
12:00 - PETERR AND SANDRA
DEE TO CONFIRM DETAILS
CLOSER TO THE TIME

STAYING OVERNIGHT AT THE METROPOLE
HOTEL AT KATOOMBA. THIS IS ON THE CORNER
OF GANG GANG ST & LURLINE ST JUST OPPOSITE
KATOOMBA RAILWAY STATION. PLEASE MAKE
YOUR OWN RESERVATIONS (PHONE 02 4782 5544).
THE PLAN FOR DINNER IS TAKEAWAY PIZZA
DRIVE TO BATHURST WHICH TAKES
APPROXIMATELY 1.5 HOURS
CHEZ PETERRR & SANDRADEE’S HOUSE
THEY HAVE ONE DOUBLE BEDROOM, 1 SOFA BED
FOR 1 AND ROOM FOR 1 OR POSSIBLY 2 TENTS (NB
THEY ONLY HAVE ONE BATHROOM/ LOO). FIRST
IN BEST DRESSED, SO PLEASE CONTACT DEE NOW
FOR AVAILABILITY
COUNTRY LODGE MOTOR INN- WILLIAM STREET.
TEL: 6331 4888
ROOMS AVAILABLE FOR SATURDAY 5TH SUNDAY
6TH TWINS $ 120 WITH ENSUITE PER NIGHT,
DOUBLES $ 129 ENSUITE PER NIGHT
QUALITY HOTEL BATHURST, BRILLIANT
STREET
TEL: 6332 1800
ROOMS AVAILABLE WITH ENSUITE FROM $ 125
PER NIGHT
FAMILY HOTEL ( PUB) RUSSEL STREET TEL: 6331
1353
ROOMS AVAILABLE DOUBLES $ 70 PER NIGHT /
TRIPLE 110 PER NIGHT SHARED BATHROOM

SUNDAY 6 OCTOBER
MONDAY 7 OCTOBER
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MORNING STROLL AROUND MOUNT PANORAMA
THEN WATCHING THE GRAND FINAL AT A PUB
NO SET PLANS - DRIVE HOME
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